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EXPRESS 
WHAT YOU DO
T O  P O T E N T I A L  C L I E N T S

How to



You're in the right place if  . . .

You're a coach, teacher, therapist, healer or other purpose
driven, business owner who offers 1:1 and/or group work
with people. 
You struggle with marketing and promoting your business
and selling your services to your target audience.  
You've ever wondered...how to neatly express in a
conversation, social media post, article or sales page all that
you know, have learned and can facilitate for others, in such
a way that makes people want to hire you?



On a scale of  1-10 how difficult  do you find

it to describe to other people (whether that’s

in conversation or in copy) what it  is  that

you do/offer?



The problem with trying to describe what you
do.
4 key shifts I want you to make in how you think
about marketing your business. 
How to get other people to do the talking. 
A simple formula to describe what you do when
you can't give context. 

What we're going to cover



No one ever bought anything on an elevator. . .

When you feel  l ike you’re being judged and only
have a minute to make a first  impression, it ’s

tempting to try to explain the truth and nuance of
who you are,  what you’ve done and what you’re
going to do in the time it  takes to travel a few

floors.  

That rarely works.



The alternative is  the elevator question, not the

elevator pitch.  To begin a conversation–not about

you, but about the person you’re hoping to connect

with.  If  you know who they are and what they want,

it ’s  a lot more likely you can figure out if  they’re a

good fit  for who you are and what you want. . .

No one wants to be hustled.

~ Seth Godin



If we follow traditional marketing advice, we're likely
to fall into the trap of believing we need to shout
louder, be more visible, be on all of the platforms
and doing all of the things.
Selling ourselves (or our services) is typically harder
for conscious, purpose-driven business types. 
When we're in a mode of trying to express what we
do, we often forget to listen.
There is another way. 

The problem



From mainstream marketing to a more
conscious and ethical approach. 
From selling to your people to serving them. 
From describing your expertise to
demonstrating it. 
From marketing to your potential clients to
connecting with people in your network.

1.

2.
3.

4.

Four key shifts



#1 
From mainstream marketing to

conscious marketing



The Conscious Business Owner. . .

Operates with integrity and knows that how we sell matters.
Wants her business to be a force for good and knows that how we do
business is a key part of that.
Puts the needs of the customer above the goal of making the sale and is
willing to turn down a sale when it’s clear that what she is offering is not a
good fit for the buyer.
Prioritises the cultivation of trust and connection between herself and her
audience.
Has a fundamental understanding of our interconnectedness. 



Rejects the use of manipulative marketing tactics to pressure her audience
into buying.
Constantly seeks to ensure her products and services are of real value to
her audience.
Makes positive impact the goal of everything she creates.
Is completely transparent when selling and uses no tricks or gimmicks to
hide that fact. Instead simply presenting what’s on offer in a clear and
honest way.
Believes that when we change the way we do business, we change the
world. 



“When we quit thinking primarily about
ourselves and our own self-preservation,

we undergo a truly heroic
transformation of consciousness.”

~ Joseph Campbell



#2 
From selling to serving



From Selling to Serving

How can I help this person versus what can I get
from this person? 
Instead of trying to attract new clients, create clients
by building relationships rooted in trust. 
Create valuable content that serves rather than sells. 
Share your best strategies for success. Enable and
empower people to do the work without you.
Give your time and attention to truly help people
rather than trying to get the sale. 



“Be a lamp, or a lifeboat,  or a ladder.
Help someone’s  soul heal.  Walk out of

your house like a shepherd.”

~ Rumi



#3 
From describing to demonstrating



Demonstrate your expertise

Offer complimentary sessions. Not tasters or
discovery calls. Go deep. 
Offer free workshops - share your methodology
and follow up by asking for feedback or having a
1:1. 
Record and share a free teaching video so people
can see your work in action. 
Share your knowledge in your content. Don't hint at
what you know to get the sale, share it generously. 
Serve powerfully and don't pitch! 



#4 
From marketing to. . .
to connecting with. . .



Build + deepen Relationships

Be consistent, reliable, generous and helpful with

your network.  

Check in with people. 

Reach out to people you admire and share

appreciation. Refer people to them!

Root for other people's success.

Ask people what they want and need.

Reach out to and thank your biggest supporters.



People will  talk. . .

Ask for and share widely testimonials. They help your

potential clients decide if you're a fit. 

Write up case studies (Good case studies are about the

customer’s journey, NOT your business).

Interview your clients - not to say how amazing you are

but to share the lessons they learned. 

Gather feedback and use their words not yours. 

Don't wait for referrals, encourage them. 



And for those times when.. .

you need to state succinctly what you do.... 
Focus on the journey your clients take plus the
outcomes and benefits they get from working with
you. 
Include these 3 things: Who you help (your ideal
client), what you help them with (the problem you
solve) and how you help them (your unique
approach).
I coach conscious business owners, such as coaches,
healers and teachers, to build and grow successful
online businesses, using strategies rooted in integrity.



“Shifting your focus from getting to
giving is  not only a nice way to live life

and conduct business,  but a very
profitable way as well .”

~ Bob Burg”



Any questions?



Keep in touch

To get copies of these slides and other resources related to what I've shared
today head here: 

www.carolineleon.com/embodiment

If you have any questions, feel free to email me directly at
caroline@carolineleon.com


